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Designed for young people to share their passion for marine mammals,
conservation and the environment, Marine Champions is an extension
program that will provide hands-on action opportunities and learning
experiences for young people to gain a stronger understanding of
marine science and sustainability.
Under the guidance of Marine Champions Leaders, participants will be
given the opportunity to work with the Marine Mammal Foundation core
team, meet other like-minded young people, and participate in a variety
of unique activities and guided MMF expeditions.
Marine Champions will be provided with the tools and support to create,
develop and share their own projects with each other and their
community, interacting directly with our marine mammal research and
gaining leadership skills to make a difference within the environment.
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WHAT IS INCLUDED?
Marine Champions Tee.
Marine Mammal Foundation Cap.
Options for half day school holiday activities including
workshops, seminars, campaign design, art for conservation…
just to list a few!
Marine Champions special invitations to join the Marine
Mammal Foundation team in outreach and land-based research
activities, such as community event, clean-up actions, and
positive campaigns for greater environmental awareness.
Youth Champions will also be invited to special careers
information sessions with industry experts.
Marine Champions guided expeditions to learn more about the
amazing marine environment.

The program will run in two streams of
Junior Champions (10-13yo) & Youth Champions (14-18yo)
This program is a fun and exciting way to learn more
about marine science and explore our beautiful and unique
local environments, an opportunity not to be missed!

WANT TO SIGN UP?
Marine Champion programs will primarily be run during the school
holidays, and will also have intermittent term-based activities.
The Programs will be based in the Bayside area with a Port Phillip Bay
focus, and in Lakes Entrance with a Gippsland Lakes focus.
Marine Champions is a membership-based program with an annual
membership fee of $100.
www.morales.id.au

To register, please visit
https://marinemammal.org.au/marine-champions/
FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE VISIT
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